Protect your mind/body/spirit by reading a spiritual, Christian book exposing many alternative and holistic medicine therapies. Author Edwin A. Noyes M.D. MPH, has written a book to inform Christians of the relationship involved with use of most alternative medical treatment methods and the theology of Eastern Religions. The foundational precepts of these therapies derive and are an extension of astrological and pantheistic dogma.

“There are many who are more interested in health at any cost, than God’s will at any price. This book will open the eyes of the thoughtful reader to the incredible inroads the devil is making into many popular healing methods of today. Dr Noyes’ many years of research gives the reader a rich historical perspective on the roots and connections between ancient pagan religions and these current treatment modalities that are leading many innocent people into Satan’s trap.” Fred Hardinge Dr.PH.RD.

Such treatment methods have not been shown to work through the known laws of science. By what power then do they work if they are effectual? This was the question in the mind of the author as he pursued over thirty years a study into the origin and pagan doctrinal explanation for the power source of the sympathetic remedies of the East and their counterparts of the West. The answer to this question is to be found within the book and has to do with who or what man believes is his creator, a universal energy (pantheistic) god, or a living God who is able to create by the “breath of His mouth.”
This book examines the following and more: Acupuncture, Aromatherapy, Vibrational Medicine, Chinese Traditional Medicine, Yoga, Meditation, Applied Kinesiology, Hypnotism, Martial Arts, Reflexology, Qi Gong, Tai Chi, Iridology, Magnets, Ayurveda, Homeopathy, Holistic Medicine, Alternative Medicine, Energy Medicine, Transcendental Meditation, Hatha Yoga, Christian Yoga, Acupressure, Body/Mind/Spirit Therapy, Auricular Therapy, Autohypnosis, Bach Flower Remedies, Alchemy, Reiki, Therapeutic Touch, Magnetic Therapy, Essential Oils, Hypnotism, Cranial Sacral Therapy, Shiatsu, Divinations, Radionics, color Therapy, Black Box, Sorcery, chakras, Auras, Biofeedback, Soma Body Works, Cleansing Therapy, Purification Therapy, Crystal Therapy, Pendulum use, Water Witching, Ouija Board, Talismans, Zapping machine, Royal Rife Machine, Zone Therapy, etc.

This book *Spiritualistic Deceptions in Health and Healing* presents the information obtained in that study. The 24th Chapter of Matthew tells of the signs of Christ’s second advent. Four times Christ said “do not be deceived” and lose eternal life. Many Christians are being deceived in their choice of health care and may be jeopardizing their eternal life.

“...In his eye-opening book, Dr. Edwin Noyes carefully and professionally exposes the Terrible danger posed by the New Age holistic health movement...watch out that no one deceives you!” Will Baron, Author of *Deceived By The New Age*.

“This fascinating book provides invaluable information that many need to be aware of. It is original, perspective, and rational, giving valuable insight into the traps of the paranormal from a Christian perspective...Read this book!” Ariel a. Roth PhD., Retired Director, Geoscience Research Institute and Editor of ORIGENS journal.

“This book by reason of its rational approach to modern practices, fills a much-needed niche...It’s a call to logic and rational thought.” Allan R. Handysides, M.B., ChB. Director of Health Ministries, General Conference of SDA.
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